
 

EVERYTHING HAPPENS FOR A REASON 

 

In a remarkable chain of events,an outstanding success story came 

up by a man who left a deep mark on people’s minds.Yes, I seem to hear 

the name Steve Jobs from your lips.The co-founder,chairman and chief  

executive officer of Apple Inc. Pioneer of the personal computer 

revolution.The architect of the path from a garage to an empire.He sow 

the seeds of Apple Inc. only with Steve Wozniak but now Apple Inc. has 

reached thousands of employees.And Apple Inc. become one of the 

biggest companies in the world.Up to now,you may think it is all lavender 

and roses.But it is not like that.If you were adopted by a family when you 

were a baby ,and if you dropped out the university which your parents 

sent  you meticulously,even if you have to walk seven miles along to eat 

a good meal in a temple,these should not intimidate you because it did 

not stop Steve Jobs.The important thing is not how you have started to 

life,it is how you hold on to life.Steve Jobs adopted this as a principle and 

he believed that everything happens for a reason.Today if we can make 

our happy moments  permanent by the help of a button or if we can take 

our notes smoothly in our intensive business tempo,these are all due to 

Steve Jobs.As a conclusion,the way which Steve Jobs walked along is 

not for eating a meal,it is for catching opportunities and not to give up 

from his believes.A german philosopher whose name is Friedrich 

Nietzsche says :”What does not kill you makes you stronger”.This saying 

fit well on Steve Jobs.And I want to put an end with a motto which gave 

an inspiration to Steve Jobs. “If you live each day as if it was 

last,someday you will most certainly be right.” 
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